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What size is the Best?
You usually will want to base this on your available space 
and budget. We always tell people to build as large as 
they can afford but not so large that it looks out of place 
in your landscape. This honestly isn’t a line used to raise 
the sales price as high as possible. Fact is, most people 
build their water feature 3 times during its lifetime and 
the reason is they want it bigger. Build your dream water 
feature the first time.

What type of Water 
Feature is Best?
The answer to this question depends on 
how much space you have available, your 
budget, and the amount of time you are 
willing to spend maintaining the feature. 
Use this Water Feature Inspirations 
booklet to make the best choice for you & 
your family.

What is the cost?
Typically, the installed cost of a water 
feature will range from $1,000 to 
$10,000+. The average professional 
water feature installation is around 
$3,500 depending on the type of 
feature and size you choose.

Water Attracts...
Water attracts your senses. Visually you see the 
moving water and you are drawn to gaze closer. 
As you approach a water feature you are filled 
with the tranquil sounds of the moving water 
and the wonderful aroma of flowers. When you 
have family & friends over, guess where they’re 
inevitably going to gravitate and congregate? 
Moving water is mesmerizing and peaceful to 
look at. Feels good, doesn’t it?

Cocooning...
Why not bring “Up-North” to your 
backyard? Some of our favorite memories 
are of sitting around outside near the 
water. Bring the waterfront home and 
enjoy the benefits every day. We can hear 
the cascading waterfall already!

Tranquility & Peace...
Put down the cell phone, walk away from 
the television, and immerse yourself into the 
wonderful world of water features. The water 
feature experience is comforting and soothing. 
It transforms your senses and calms your 
world. Grab your favorite drink and retire to 
the patio and soak in the peacefulness of your 
water feature. It’s the Zen thing to do!

Why put a water feature in your landscape?
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What is the next 
step?
Call one of our Authorized 
Blue Thumb Contractors for 
an in-home consultation and 
get started today!

How long does it take 
for installation?
Most water features can be installed 
in one day or less with minimal or no 
damage to your lawn. Some larger 
water features make take two or 
three days. Consult with your local 
Authorized Blue Thumb Contractor 
for specific details on your project.

Can I have fish & plants?
Yes! As long as you have a water 
garden or pond. Some of the other 
water features can support plant life 
but not fish. Adding fish to your pond 
will have a positive effect on the eco-
system and creates a new & exciting 
element to your feature.

Do I need to 
winterize my 
water feature?
In some cases yes, but 
it’s easy and usually just 
consists of removing the 
pump.

Built to Last...
Using PondBuilder’s quality equipment and 
components, your new water feature will be 
built to last and stand the test of time. We 
manufacture our products to withstand the 
elements and be the same 20 years down 
the road as they are today. You have our 
unconditional guarantee on that!

Good Investment...
Many new water feature hobbyists tell us 
that the money they invested into their water 
feature was the best money they ever spent. 
What is peace of mind worth to you? You’ll 
be happy to know that an investment in 
your landscape is the best and most cost 
effective way to increase the value of your 
home. We like the sound of that!

Low Maintenance...
Following the trusted PondBuilder methods of 
installing water features, your new water feature 
will be very easy to maintain. Some of the water 
features available have little to no maintenance 
at all. Some will require you to spend 10 minutes 
a week. It’s your choice. Choose the style 
that fits your budget as well as your available 
maintenance time. Easy peazy, we like it!
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Garden environments, entryways, driveways or courtyards are all enhanced by the presence of a fountain. Peaceful, 
elegant and timeless – fountains bring auditory and visual beauty together to provide pleasure to everyone. Fountains 
come in countless sizes, designs, materials and colors. Aqua Bella has a wide selection of fountains with finishes 
in a full spectrum of colors. The vases featured in our collection are naturally rustic, as they are intentionally glazed 
unevenly, and contain variations in both color and texture. No two pieces are alike, but all share an inherent beauty.

COST
Operating costs are also less with this style of water feature because 
the pumps are often smaller using less electricity and can be set to 
a timer to only operate while you are home.. The typical professional 
installation of a Ceramic Vase Fountain will range from $1,500 to 
$2,500 depending on the type and size of the ceramic vase. We also 
offer premium styles which will range from $2,500 - $4,500+.

SPACE
The small size of a Ceramic Vase Fountain means you can build 
and enjoy a beautiful fountain anywhere in your yard- front or 
back! You can create one in as little space as 16” x 16”. These are 
great on patios and decks too! Bury the basin into the ground or 
keep elevated using stone or landscape block.

VASE FOUNTAINS
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MAINTENANCE 
Taking care of your Ceramic Vase Fountain is easy. Filling the 
reservoir every few weeks to compensate for evaporated water is all 
that’s required. Or you can install an automatic fill valve and eliminate 
virtually all maintenance! Consider using safe and effective water 
treatments to fine tune your desired look.

WINTERIZING
If you live in an area where freezing can occur you will want to 
simply remove the pump from the basin and store it indoors for the 
winter. The vase itself should also be drained and either covered 
or placed in a garage or shed. No need to drain the basin as we 
recommend the water be allowed to freeze.
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POLISHED PEBBLES
Polished pebbles provide a distinct finish to the design and can greatly enhance the finished look of the fountain. Commonly used to cover the top 

of the basin from view, pebbles create a very natural look and are available in many color varieties.

WHITE STRIPED MIXEDBLACK
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The rustic stoneware and glazed earthenware fountain vases featured in our collection have been created on 
pottery wheels, from clay soils, or through the use of press molds. Each hand-glazed fountain vase has an 
individual character and is a distinctive, original piece of art. Our vases are high-fired, robust, durable, and made 
to last and deliver for years of enjoyment.

Support Columns

Pump

Adjustable Valve

AutoFill Fitting

3/4” PVC Pipe

Grates

Aquabox® Basin

Optional Color Changing LED

Standpipe Assembly

HOW IT WORKS...
Aqua Bella Fountains aims to inspire the most discriminating eye with our 
exclusive collection of fountain features. Each fountain is installed on top 
of a patented AquaBox system- a complete basin kit, which makes the 
installation of custom-made fountains very easy and affordable. 

Take confidence in knowing your new fountain system  
is protected by US Patent # 7,341,203

Visit shopbluethumb.com to view our 
current inventory of vase fountains.
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COPPER TREE

COST
The typical professional installation of a Copper Tree Fountain will range 
from $3000 to $8000 depending on which tree your choose. These trees 
are hand made by artists in a gallery and are truly one-of-a-kind! Operating 
costs are also less with this style of water feature because the pumps are 
often smaller using less electricity and can be set to a timer to only operate 
while you are home.

MAINTENANCE 
Taking care of your Copper Tree Fountain is easy. 
Filling the reservoir every few weeks to compensate 
for evaporated water is all that’s required. Or you can 
install an automatic fill valve and eliminate virtually all 
maintenance!

SPACE
The medium size of a Copper Tree Fountain means 
you can build and enjoy a beautiful fountain anywhere 
in your yard front or back! You can create one in as 
little space as 48” x 48”. These are great on patios and 
decks too!

WINTERIZING
If you live in an area where freezing can occur you will want to simply remove 
the pump from the basin and store it indoors for the winter. The copper tree 
itself should be removed and carefully placed in storage. No need to drain 
the basin as we recommend the water be allowed to freeze.

Our mesmerizing Copper Fountain Trees bring together art, metal, & water exactly where they belong...at 
your home. Create a striking visual both during the day & at night as water dances from leaf to leaf all while 
lights capture the shimmering droplets of water. These trees are hand made by our designer in the most 
tranquil place in the midst of the deep woodlands in England. Every single element of these sculpted fountains, 
including the leaves, are hand cut and hand made creating the most beautiful of fountains. No two pieces are 
exactly identical ensuring individuality and zest in all designs.

FOUNTAINS

TREES OF TRANQUILITY
Create rich, vibrating sounds of raining water as their beauty lifts and energizes the atmosphere.
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SPACE
The small size of a Bubbling Rock Fountain means you can 
build and enjoy a beautiful fountain anywhere in your yard- 
front or back!  You can create one in as little space as 36” x 36”.  
These are great on patios and decks too!

If space is lacking in your yard and you simply want the sound of moving water then a Bubbling Rock Fountain is a great 
naturalistic choice. Bubbling Rock Fountains are beautiful stone elements that you can have anywhere in your yard. 
Several standard sizes and shapes are available.

MAINTENANCE
Taking care of your Bubbling Rock Fountain is easy. Filling 
the reservoir every few weeks to compensate for evaporated 
water is all that’s required. Or you can install an automatic fill 
valve and eliminate virtually all maintenance!

WINTERIZING
If you live in an area where freezing can occur you will want to simply remove the 
pump from the basin and store it indoors for the winter. The boulder itself can be 
left as is on the basin. No need to drain the basin as we recommend the water be 
allowed to freeze.

COST
The typical professional installation of a Bubbling Rock Fountain will range from 
$1,000 to $2,000 depending on the type and size of the rock. Operating costs 
are also less with this style of water feature because the pumps are often smaller 
using less electricity and can be set to a timer to only operate while you are home.

BOULDER FOUNTAINS
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Column Fountains are great for anyone seeking a larger bubbling rock system that will offer more sound than a single 
element. Column Fountains are extremely unique by design and deliver more than just bubbling water as they are 
designed for water to fall with expression and help disguise the sounds of your busy neighborhood. Column Fountains 
create an elegant and soothing tone for a more tranquil setting.

SPACE
The Column Fountain systems will require about an  
8’x 8’ area. A smaller area can be accommodated but more 
splashing may occur.

COST
The typical professional installation of a Column Fountain system will range 
from $4,000 to $5,000. Operating costs are also less with this style of water 
feature because you can set the pump to a timer and only operate it when 
you are home.

MAINTENANCE
Taking care of your Rock Column Fountain system is easy. 
Filling the reservoir every few weeks to compensate for 
evaporated water is all that’s required. Or you can install an 
automatic fill valve and eliminate virtually all maintenance!

WINTERIZING
If you live in an area where freezing can occur you will want to simply 
remove the pump from the basin and store it indoors for the winter. The rock 
column itself can be left as is on the basin. No need to drain the basin as we 
recommend the water be allowed to freeze.

COLUMN FOUNTAINS
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SPACE
The small size of a Basalt Fountain means you can build and enjoy 
a beautiful fountain anywhere in your yard front or back! You can 
create one in as little space as 36” x 36”. These are great on patios 
and decks too!

MAINTENANCE
Taking care of your Basalt Fountain is easy. Filling the reservoir 
every few weeks to compensate for evaporated water is all that’s 
required. Or you can install an automatic fill valve and eliminate 
virtually all maintenance!

WINTERIZING
If you live in an area where freezing can occur you will want to 
simply remove the pump from the basin and store it indoors for the 
winter. The basalt itself can be left as is on the basin as it is real 
rock. No need to drain the basin as we recommend the water be 
allowed to freeze.

COST
The typical professional installation of a Basalt Fountain will range 
from $1000 to $4000+ depending on the size basalt your choose 
and whether you want a single basalt or triple basalt fountain. 

Basalt fountains elicit a response similar to viewing 
ocean waves or sitting beside a mountain stream. The 
movement of water over natural stone brings the basalt 
alive, creating a soothing, contemplative atmosphere.

BASALTFOUNTAINS
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Zenshu Fountains were created by Blue Thumb designers to offer you unique options of real stone fountains 
for your clients. Borrowing from Japanese zen garden influence these fountains create beautiful, yet subtle, 
conversational pieces. 

SPACE
The small size of a Zenshu Fountain means you can build 
and enjoy a beautiful fountain anywhere in your yard front 
or back! You can create one in as little space as 36” x 36”. 
These are great on patios and decks too!

MAINTENANCE
Taking care of your Zenshu Fountain is easy. Filling the 
reservoir every few weeks to compensate for evaporated 
water is all that’s required. Or you can install an automatic fill 
valve and eliminate virtually all maintenance!

WINTERIZING
If you live in an area where freezing can occur you will want to simply remove 
the pump from the basin and store it indoors for the winter. The basalt itself 
can be left as is on the basin as it is real rock. No need to drain the basin as 
we recommend the water be allowed to freeze.

COST
The typical professional installation of a Zenshu Fountain will range from 
$1000 to $3000+ depending on which fountain you choose and whether you 
want a single basalt or triple basalt fountain. 

ZENSHU FOUNTAINS
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UNIQUE

The great part about our fountain products is that we can 
help you turn just about anything into a fountain. We have 
many unique options in stock like millstones, granite spheres, 
bowls, even fountains featuring fire! Perhaps you have an 
antique bath tub or water wheel you’d like to turn into a 
fountain, we can help!

FOUNTAINS

SPACE, MAINTENANCE, COST, & WINTERIZING 
Varies based on the specific fountain. We’ll happily assist you with those 
requirements once we know more about the fountain you’ve selected.

Visit our website or contact your local Authorized Blue Thumb Installer to 
discuss your unique fountain project needs.
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If space is lacking in your yard or you have safety concerns with a pond then a Cascading Waterfall 
is your best choice. It’s a waterfall and stream, without the pond. Cascading Waterfalls are simply re-
circulating waterfalls or streams without the presence of a pond. Now you can enjoy the sights and 
sounds of a waterfall without the maintenance of a pond.

SPACE
The small size of a Cascading Waterfall means you can 
build and enjoy a beautiful waterfall anywhere in your 
yard- front or back!

COST
Cost can be a big factor when considering the type of water feature you want 
to build. On average, a professionally installed Cascading Falls will range from 
$1,500 to $5,000+ depending on waterfall size and type of rockwork involved. 
Operating costs are also less as it’s not necessary to run the pump 24/7.  
You can set the pump on a timer to operate only when you are home.

SAFETY
Because there is no pool of water, a Cascading Waterfall 
is a great option if you are concerned about safety issues 
associated with a traditional pond.

MAINTENANCE 
Taking care of your Cascading Waterfall is easy. 
Filling the reservoir every few weeks to compensate 
for evaporated water is all that’s required. Or you can 
install an automatic fill valve and eliminate virtually all 
maintenance!
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HOW IT WORKS...
A Cascading Waterfall works much like a regular pond. 

The hole is dug then lined with a flexible liner, then basin matrix boxes are 
added to keep the reservoir open and available for water, then the basin 
matrix boxes are covered with rock and gravel, and filled with water. 

The water is then circulated from beneath the rocks and gravel by a pump 
that sits on the bottom, inside a Pump Canyon. 

A pipe runs from there up to a Cascade Waterfall spillway and into an 
overflowing waterfall, where it falls back into the reservoir. 

Since the water level never pools above the level of the rock and gravel, 
it gives the appearance of a waterfall without a pond, when in fact, the 
“pond” is there but not visible.

Pump
Canyon

Pump and Check
Valve Assembly

Basin Matrix

PVC  
Flex Hose

Cascade 
Box
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COST
In most cases, a water garden will be 
the most costly water feature option. 
On average, a professionally installed 
water garden will range from $2,500 
to $7,500+ depending on size and 
type of rockwork involved. When you 
factor in the additional benefits and 
enjoyment of fish and aquatic plants 
a water garden is well worth the 
investment!

SAFETY
We recommend that most water gardens be a 
minimum of 24” deep but a depth of 30” is even 
better since it will provide more area for the fish to 
winterize in the pond and provide a deeper area 
for the fish to retreat to in the event a predatory 
bird comes to your pond. The first ledge of the 
pond, however, is typically only 8 to 12” in depth 
therefore providing a shallow area around the 
ponds perimeter as shown in the water garden 
cross section on the following page.

SPACE
The average water garden is about 11 feet 
wide x 16 feet long or about 2000 gallons 
but they can be as small as 6 feet x 8 feet 
or about 550 gallons. Keep in mind that you 
will want 2 to 3 feet of landscape bed area 
around the pond for plants and flowers. Tip: 
grab your garden hose and use it to layout 
the size and shape you’d like your pond to be. 
Also try viewing the size from indoors and out 
to obtain a true viewing perspective.

If you have ample space in your yard and want koi, goldfish and aquatic plants then 
a Water Garden (Pond) is for you. Add a streambed to enhance the look as well!

WATER GARDENS
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AQUATIC PLANTS
One of the best things about a water garden 
is the variety of aquatic plants you can 
grow. Water Lilies are the most sought after 
aquatic plant. Their ability to spread across 
the ponds surface and flower throughout the 
season make them a wonderful choice. Lily 
pads shade the pond water from the heat 
of the summer sun, allowing fish to retreat 
underneath the shelter of their leaves. 

FISH
Adding Koi & Goldfish create color 
and interest to the water garden. Koi 
& Goldfish are interactive and friendly, 
especially at feeding time. Fish are 
also attractive, interesting, and even 
personable. Their color will enhance the 
visual impact of your pond. 

MAINTENANCE 
Maintaining a water garden is simple and 
will take only 15 minutes a week. The net & 
mat located inside the skimmer will need 
to be cleaned about once every 10 to 14 
days. This should only take 5 minutes 
to complete. Besides regular skimmer 
maintenance, beneficial bacteria will be 
added to the pond weekly. 

HOW IT WORKS...
PondBuilder has perfected the 5 Elements of a Healthy Pond 
Eco-System.

1.   The first of these elements is the filtration system consisting of a 
mechanical skimmer filter and biological waterfall filter. The skimmer 
will prefilter the water and house the pump as well as skim debris 
from the water’s surface to prevent the accumulation in the pond. 
The waterfall box provides surface area for beneficial bacteria 
keeping your pond clean  and clear.

2.   Rocks and gravel serve to protect the pond liner from UV light 
degradation.  This also provides a major esthetic benefit making 
your pond look very   natural.

3.  The pump creates a recirculation system that keeps the water 
moving, draws the debris and leaves into the skimmer, and keeps the 
waterfall fed with a constant supply of fresh water.

4.   Fish are an integral part of the pond eco-system. Fish actually 
reduce pond maintenance as they graze and eat string algae and 
bottom feed on the ponds bottom.

5.   Aquatic plants are Mother Nature’s true filters, helping keep the 
pond clean and clear. There are many options like waterlilies, lotus, 
marginal shoreline plants, and floating plants.

Pump
Skimmer 
Filter

Aquatic 
PlantsLiner

FishFlex Hose

Waterfall 
Filter

Rocks  
& Gravel
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STAINLESS STEEL SPOUTS
Unlike a garden hose or protruding plumbing,  
the Formal Spouts deliver subtle flow with a gentle 
sound that is ideal for block columns, special focal 
points and Indoor\Outdoor applications.

SPACE
The compact size of a Formal Falls means 
you can build and enjoy a beautiful waterfall 
anywhere in your yard. Four different standard 
waterfall widths are available or a custom unit 
can be created for your specific project.

MAINTENANCE 
Taking care of your Formal Falls is easy. Filling the reservoir every few 
weeks to compensate for evaporated water is all that’s required. Or you 
can install an automatic fill valve and eliminate virtually all maintenance!

COST
The installation cost of a Formal Falls is varied and depends 
on the type of wall material being used as well as the width 
of the falls you wish to create. Please consult your Authorized 
Blue Thumb Installer for information. 

Formal Falls are beautiful waterfalls that are installed into 
a variety of wall types. An LED light is available to create a 
spectacular evening display. The light rotates through a variety 
of colors...or set it to your favorite color. 

Anyone installing a paver patio with a wall element should 
consider a Formal Falls. Or anyone looking to add a formal 
sheer waterfall to their landscape, fountain or swimming pool.
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HOW IT WORKS...
The Formal Falls molded Basin is placed on a suitable base 
with the pump protected inside the basin. Wall block or other 
suitable material is stacked all around the molded basin. The 
Formal Falls spillway rests inside the wall block and is covered. 
The pump inside the basin pumps the water via tubing to the 
Formal Falls where the water returns via a waterfall into the 
basin. An LED light, shining up from the basin, illuminates the 
waterfall for a spectacular night display.

CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE
Widen or shorten our Stainless Steel Formal Falls up to 

10 feet long to match your design and any limitations. The 

possibilities are endless!
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Lake fountains both beautify your body of water with an elegant display pattern and provide valuable oxygen and 
agitation to promote a healthy pond or lake. They offer outstanding oxygen transfer rates, aesthetically pleasing 
patterns and low overall operating costs. Each unit is fully-self contained and floats into place in your pond or lake.

VERSATILE
Ideal for ponds 1/4 acre in size or larger. Can be used in large 
lake pond or reflection pools as a stunning center display.

UNIQUE & INCLUSIVE
Interchangeable nozzles are included and allow you 
to create unique spray patterns.

APPROVED
ETL, UL, and CSA standards approval for the entire 
unit, motor included.

COMPLETE
These lake fountains come with everything you need 
including the control panel and timer.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
Motor draw low amp loads to conserve energy and lights 
illuminate the fountain using LED technology.

LAKE FOUNTAINS
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CUSTOM PROJECTS
Still haven't seen the water feature of your dreams?  
Perhaps something customized to your specific 
taste is more appropriate? We can help.

CONCEPT TO REALITY...
If you desire a particular concept yet require specific unique 
needs, then you may select to have a custom project started. 
Each project has unique qualities built right for your environment. 
Creativity meets design and engineering, making way for endless 
alterations of any one of the before mentioned types of water 
features, including the equipment and supplies. Now is the time 
to get started.

Visit our website or contact your local Authorized Blue Thumb 
Installer to get your new water feature project started today!



bluethumbponds.com

Our equipment is 
proudly manufactured 
in the United States.

$1.00
a Blue �umb brand


